
Querying a super-peer in a schema-basedsuper-peer network ?Domenico Beneventano, Sonia Bergamaschi, Francesco Guerra, and MaurizioVinciniDipartimento di Ingegneria dell'InformazioneUniversit�a di Modena e Reggio EmiliaVia Vignolese 905, 41100 Modena, Italybergamaschi.sonia@unimore.itAbstract. We propose a novel approach for de�ning and querying asuper-peer within a schema-based super-peer network organized into atwo-level architecture: the low level, called the peer level (which con-tains a mediator node), the second one, called super-peer level (whichintegrates mediators peers with similar content).We focus on a single super-peer and propose a method to de�ne andsolve a query, fully implemented in the SEWASIE project prototype.The problem we faced is relevant as a super-peer is a two-level data in-tegrated system, then we are going beyond traditional setting in dataintegration. We have two di�erent levels of Global as View mappings:the �rst mapping is at the super-peer level and maps several Global Vir-tual Views (GVVs) of peers into the GVV of the super-peer; the secondmapping is within a peer and maps the data sources into the GVV of thepeer. Moreover, we propose an approach where the integration designer,supported by a graphical interface, can implicitly de�ne mappings byusing Resolution Functions to solve data conicts, and the Full Disjunc-tion operator that has been recognized as providing a natural semanticsfor data merging queries.1 IntroductionCurrent peer-to-peer (P2P) networks support only limited meta-data sets such assimple �lenames. Recently a new class of P2P networks, so called schema basedP2P networks have emerged (see [1{4]), combining approaches from P2P as wellas from the data integration and semantic web research areas. Such networksbuild upon peers that use metadata (ontologies) to describe their contents andsemantic mappings among concepts of di�erent peers' ontologies. In particular,in Peer Data Management Systems (PDMS) [2] each node can be a data source, amediator system, or both; a mediator node performs the semantic integration of aset of information sources to derive a global schema of the acquired information.? This research has been partially funded by the UE-IST SEWASIE project and theitalian MIUR PRIN WISDOM project.



As stated in a recent survey [5], the topic of semantic grouping and organiza-tion of content and information within P2P networks has attracted considerableresearch attention lately (see, for example, [6, 7]). In super-peer networks [8],metadata for a small group of peers is centralized onto a single super-peer; asuper-peer is a node that acts as a centralized server to a subset of clients.Clients submit queries to their super-peer and receive results from it; moreover,super-peers are also connected to each other, routing messages over this over-lay network, and submitting and answering queries on behalf of their clientsand themselves. The semantic overlay clustering approach, based on partially-centralized (super-peer) networks [9] aims at creating logical layers above thephysical network topology, by matching semantic information provided by peersto clusters of nodes based on super-peers.In this paper we propose an approach which combines the schema-basedand super-peer network approaches, that is a schema-based super-peer network(called SEWASIE network from the UE IST project where it was developed -www.sewasie.org) organized into a two-level architecture: the low level, called thepeer level (which contains a mediator node), the second one, called super-peerlevel, (which integrates mediators peers with similar content). More precisely,{ a peer contains a data integration system, which integrates heterogeneousdata sources into an ontology composed of: an annotatedGlobal Virtual View(GVV) and Mappings to the data source schemas.{ a super-peer contains a data integration system, which integrates the GVVof its peers into an ontology composed of a GVV of the peers GVVs andMappings to the GVVs of its peers.
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Fig. 1. (a) The SEWASIE network; (b) The Brokering Agent/SINodes architectureA typical scenario of the SEWASIE network is shown in Figure 1.a, wheremany data peers, called SINodes (SN1 to SN5) are linked to di�erent super-peers,



called Brokering Agents (BA1 to BA3), according to their semantic content. Forexample, SN1, SN2, SN5 contain semistructured data sources related to thetextile domain (textile enterprises, news, categories, ...) data sources and areclustered in the same BA (BA1). The same for BA2, that refers to mechanicaldomain which contains links to SN3 and SN4. Furthermore, peer nodes maybelong to more than a BA, for example SN4 and SN5 belong to BA2 and BA1respectively and to the \news" super-peer BA3.In this paper we propose a novel approach for querying a super-peer withina schema-based super-peer network. We focus on querying a single BA (super-peer) (for querying the SEWASIE network for more than one BA see [10, 11])and propose a method fully implemented in the SEWASIE project prototype.The problem we faced is relevant as a BA is a two-level data integratedsystem then we are going beyond traditional setting in data integration.We have two di�erent levels of mappings (�gure 1.b): The �rst mapping (m1 )is at the BA level and maps several GVVs of SINodes to the GVV of the BA;the second mapping (m2 ) is done within an SINode and maps the data sourcesinto the GVV of an SINode.Halevy et al [12] showed that, in general, the mapping from the data sourcesto the BA Ontology is not simply the composition of m1 and m2 ; Fagin et al [13]showed that second order logic is needed to express composition.In [14, 11] is proved that if m1 and m2 are GAV (Global as View) mappings,like in SEWASIE, the mapping is indeed the composition of m1 and m2 ; thisimplies that query answering can be carried out in terms of two reformulationsteps1. Reformulation w.r.t. the BA ontology (mapping m1 ): this step refor-mulates the query in terms of the SINodes known by the BA;2. Reformulation w.r.t. the SINode ontology (mapping m2 ): this stepreformulates each SINode query obtained in the �rst step in terms of thedata sources known by the SINode;.This is the algorithm proved to be sound and complete for a two-level dataintegration system [14].The paper is organized as follows. Section 1.1 gives an overview of the ar-chitecture of the SEWASIE system. In section 2, we introduce a two-level dataintegration system and in section 3, we de�ne the query reformulation process forthis system. In section 3.2 the agent-based prototype for Query Processing in theSEWASIE system is briey presented. For more detailed description see [15, 11].1.1 SEWASIE ArchitectureThe SEWASIE network is an agent-based network developed within the UE ISTSEWASIE project, and the overall architecture is shown in �gure 2.A user is able to access the system through a central user interface where(s)he is provided with tools for query composition, for visualizing and monitoringquery results, and for communicating with other business partners about search



Fig. 2. SEWASIE Architectureresults, e.g. in electronic negotiations. Within a SINode, wrappers are used toextract the data and metadata (local schemas) from the sources. The OntologyBuilder - based on the MOMIS framework [16, 17], is a semi-automatic tool tocreate a domain ontology as a Global Virtual View (GVV) which is annotatedw.r.t. a lexical ontology (Wordnet [18], Multiwordnet).Brokering Agents integrate several GVVs from di�erent SINodes into BAOntology, that is of central importance to the SEWASIE system. On the onehand, the user formulates the queries using this ontology. On the other hand, itis used to guide the Query Agents to the SINodes providing data for a query.The SEWASIE network can have multiple brokering agents, each one repre-senting a collection of SINodes for a speci�c domain. Mappings between di�erentbrokering agents may be established. A Query Agent receives the queries (ex-pressed in terms of a speci�c BA ontology) from the user interface, rewrites thequery in terms of the GVVs of the SINodes (in cooperation with the brokeringagent) and sends the queries to the SINodes. The result is integrated and storedin a result repository, so that it can be used by the various end-user components.For example, Monitoring Agents can be used to store a query result in a per-manent repository. The monitoring agent will then execute the query repeatedly,and compare the new results with previous results. The user will be noti�edif a document has changed that �ts her monitoring pro�le. Furthermore, themonitoring agent can link multidimensional OLAP reports with ontology-basedinformation by maintaining a mapping between OLAP models and ontologies.



Finally, the Communication Tool provides the means for ontology-based negoti-ations. It uses query results, the ontologies of the Brokering Agents, and speci�cnegotiation ontologies as the basis for a negotiation about a business contract.In addition, it uses several agents to support the negotiators in their decisionprocess (e.g. by �lter and ranking o�ers of potential business partners, or bymonitoring the available resources of a company).The SEWASIE consortium is constituted by the University of Modena andReggio Emilia, the coordinator, which developed the Ontology Builder, theQuery Agent and the agent architecture in collaboration with the Universityof Roma La Sapienza and University of Bolzano respectively. The user interfaceis a join e�ort of University of Roma La Sapienza and University of Bolzano.2 The SEWASIE SystemIn this section, we describe the two-level data integration system.An Integration System IS = hGV V;N ;Mi is constituted by:{ A Global Virtual View (GV V ), which is a schema expressed in ODLI3 [16],a modi�ed version of the Object De�nition Language1. In particular, in theGVV we have is-a relationships and both key and foreign key constraints.{ A setN of local sources ; each local source has a schema also expressed in ODLI3 .{ A set M of GAV mapping assertions between GV V and N , where eachassertion associates to an element g in GV V a query qN over the schemasof a set of local sources in N .More precisely, for each global class C 2 GV V we de�ne:1. a (possibly empty) set of local classes, denoted by L(C), belonging tothe local sources in N .2. a conjunctive query qN over L(C).Intuitively, the GVV is the intensional representation of the information pro-vided by the Integration System, whereas the mapping speci�es how such anintensional representation relates to the local sources managed by the Integra-tion System in an SINode.A SEWASIE system is constituted by:{ A set of SINodes SN = fSN1; SN2; : : : ; SNng, where each SINode is aIntegration System SN = hGV V;N ;Mi such that N is a set of data sources.{ A Brokering Agent BA, which is an Integration System BA = hGV V;N ;Miwhere N = SN , i.e., the local sources of BA are the SINodes.The semantics of an Integration System, and then of the SEWASIE system, isde�ned in [19, 11].In many papers (see [16, 17]) we described the MOMIS/SEWASIE approachfor the semi-automatic building of the GV V starting from a set of local sourcesand giving rise to a Mapping Table (MT) for each global class C of GV V ,1 www.service-architecture.com/database/articles/odmg 3 0.html



Fig. 3. Example of Mapping in the Mechanical domainwhose columns represent the local classes L(C) belonging to C and whose rowsrepresent the global attributes of C. An element MT [GA][LC] represents theset of local attributes of LC which are mapped onto the global attribute GA.As an example, �gure 3 shows part of the Mapping Table of the global classCompany (of a BA-GVV) that groups the local class Company of SINode1 andthe local class Company of SINode2. At the level of a SINode, we have that (weconsider SINode2), the global class SN2.company is mapped into the local classesS1.aziende and class S2.company (where SI and S2 are data sources).In this paper we face and solve a new problem, that is how to de�ne the con-junctive query qN associated to a global class C. Our approach is the following:starting from the Mapping Table of C, the integration designer, supported bythe Ontology Builder graphical interface [20], can implicitly de�ne qN by:1. using and extending the Mapping Table with{ Data Conversion Functions from local to global attributes{ Join Conditions among pairs of local classes belonging to C{ Resolution Functions for global attributes to solve data conicts of localattribute values.2. using and extending the Full Disjunction operator [21], that has been rec-ognized as providing a natural semantics for data merging queries [22].Data Conversion FunctionsThe designer can de�ne how local attributes are mapped onto the global at-tribute GA by means of Data Conversion Functions : for each not null elementMT [GA][L] we de�ne a Data Conversion Function, denoted by MTF [GA][L],



which represents how the local attributes of L are mapped into the global at-tribute GA. MTF [GA][L] is a function that mut be executable/supported by thelocal source of the class L. For example, for relational sources, MTF [GA][L] isan SQL value expression; the following defaults hold: if MT [GA][L] = LA thenMTF [GA][L] = LA and, if MT [GA][L] contains more than one string attribute,then MTF [GA][L] is the string concatenation.T (L) denotes L transformed by the Data Conversion Function; the schema ofT (L) is composed of the global attributes GA such that MT [GA][L] is not null.Join ConditionsMerging data from di�erent sources requires di�erent instantiations of the samereal world object to be identi�ed; this process is called object identi�cation [23].The topic of object identi�cation is currently a very active research area with sig-ni�cant contributions both from the arti�cial intelligence [24] and database [25,26] communities.To identify instances of the same object and fuse them we introduce JoinConditions among pairs of local classes belonging to the same global class. Giventwo local classes L1 and L2 belonging to C, a Join Condition between L1 andL2, denoted with JC(L1; L2), is an expression over L1:Ai and L2:Aj where Ai(Aj) are global attributes with a not null mapping in L1 (L2). As an example, forBA-GVV.Company the designer can de�ne JC(SN1.Company,SN1.Company) :SN1.Company.COMPANY ID = SN2.Company.COMPANY ID.Resolution FunctionsThe fusion of data coming from di�erent sources taking into account the problemof inconsistent information among sources is a hot research topic [27{29, 23, 30].In the context of MOMIS/SEWASIE we adopt the Resolution Function proposedin [23]. A Resolution Function for solving data conits may be de�ned for eachglobal attribute mapping onto local attributes coming from more than one localsource.Homogeneous Attributes : If the designer knows that there are no dataconicts for a global attribute mapped onto more than one source (that is, theinstances of the same real object in di�erent local classes have the same valuefor this common attribute), he can de�ne this attribute as an HomogeneousAttribute; this is the default in our system. Of course, for homogeneous attributesresolution functions are not necessary. A global attribute mapped onto only onesource is a particular case of an homogeneous attribute.As an example, in BA-GVV.Companywe de�ne all the global attributes as Ho-mogeneous Attributes except for Address where we used a precedence function:SN1.Company.ADDRESS has a higher precedence than SN2.Company.ADDRESS.Full DisjunctionWe want to de�ne qN in such a way that it contains a unique tuple resultingfrom the merge of all the di�erent tuples representing the same real world object.This problem is related to that of computing the natural outer-join of many



relations in a way that preserves all possible connections among facts [22]. Such acomputation has been termed as Full Disjunction (FD) by Galindo Legaria [21].In our context: given a global class C composed of L1; L2; :::; Ln, we considerFD(T (L1); T (L2); : : : ; T (Ln)), computed on the basis of the Join Conditions.The problem is how to compute FD. With two classes, FD corresponds to thefull (outer) join: FD(T (L1); T (L2)) = T (L1) full join T (L2) on (JC(L1; L2)).In [22] was demonstrated that there is a natural outer-join sequence pro-ducing FD if and only if the set of relation schemes forms a connected, acyclichypergraph. In our context, a Global Class C with more than 2 local classes isa cyclic hypergraph, then we cannot use the algorithms proposed in [22]; thecomputation of FD is performed as follows. We assume that: (1) each L con-tains a key, (2) all the join conditions are on key attributes, and (3) all the joinattributes are mapped into the same set of global attribute, say K. Then, it canbe demonstrated that: (1) K is a key of C, and (2) FD can be computed bymeans of the following expression (called FDExpr):(T(L1) full join T(L2) on JC(L1,L2))full join T(L3) on (JC(L1,L3) OR JC(L2,L3))...full join T(Ln) on (JC(L1,Ln) OR JC(L2,Ln) OR ... OR JC(Ln-1,Ln))Finally, qN is obtained by applying Resolution Functions to the attributes re-sulting from FDExpr : for a global attribute GA we apply the related ResolutionFunction to T (L1):GA; T (L2):GA; : : : ; T (Lk):GA; This query qN is called FDQuery.3 Query Reformulation in the SEWASIE systemThe query reformulation takes into account two di�erent levels of mappings (�g-ure 1.b): in [14, 11] is proved that if m1 and m2 are GAV mappings, the mappingis indeed the composition of m1 and m2 ; this implies that query answering canbe carried out in terms of two reformulation steps: 1. Reformulation w.r.t. theBA ontology and 2. Reformulation w.r.t. the SINode ontology. Thesereformulation steps are similar and are de�ned by considering the reformulationprocess for an Integration System IS = hGV V;N ;Mi, that is constituted by:1. Query expansion: the query posed in terms of theGV V is expanded to takeinto account the explicit and implicit constraints in the GV V : all constraintsin the GV V are compiled in the expansion, so that the expanded query canbe processed by ignoring constraints. Then, the atoms in the expanded queryare extracted from the expanded query.2. Query unfolding: the atoms in the expanded query are unfolded by takinginto account the mappingsM between the GV V and the local sources in N .The algorithm for Query expansion is reported in [14, 11]; its output is the ex-panded query (called EXPQuery) and its atoms (called EXPAtoms); EXPQueryis an union of conjunctive queries on GV V ; an EXPAtom is a Single Class Queryon a Global Class of the GV V .



In the following we will discuss the unfolding process of an EXPAtom bytaking into account the new approach to de�ne qN of the previous section.3.1 Query unfoldingWe explain the method by considering the BA level, i.e. the BA ontology. Givena global class C related to the local classes L1; L2; : : :Ln, we consider a SingleGlobal Query Q over C:Q = select <Q_select-list> from C where <Q_condition><Q_condition> is a Boolean expression of positive atomic constraints: (GA1 opvalue) or (GA1 op GA2), where GA1 and GA2 are attributes of C.As an example, we consider the following query (denoted by expatom):expatom: SELECT NAME,CAPITAL_STOCK,REGION,ADDRESS,SUBCONTRACTORFROM companyWHERE CAPITAL_STOCK>50 AND REGION LIKE 'VENETO' AND SUBCONTRACTOR LIKE 'yes'The output of the query unfolding process is1. a set of Single Class Queries over the SINodes GVVs (FDAtoms):FDAtom = select <select-list> from SINode.C where <condition>where C is a Global Class of the SINode-GVV.2. the FDQuery which computes the Full Disjunction of the FDAtoms3. the resolution functions of the attributes in <select-list>The query unfolding process is made up of the following steps:1. Atomic constraint mapping: In this step, each atomic constraint of Q isrewritten into one that can be supported by the local class.The atomic constraint mapping is performed on the basis of the mappingfunctions de�ned in the Mapping Table. Moreover, the atomic constraint map-ping depends on the de�nition of the Resolution Functions for global attributes;for example, if the numerical global attribute GA is mapped onto L1 and L2,and we de�ne AVG function as resolution function, the constraint (GA = value)cannot be pushed at the local sources, because of the AVG function has to becalculated at a global level, the constraint may be globally true but locally false.In this case, the constraint is mapped as true in both the local sources. On theother hand, if GA is an homogeneous attribute the constraint can be pushed atthe local sources. For example, an atomic constraint (GA op value) is mappedonto the local class L as follows:(MTF [GA][L] op value) if MT [GA][L] is not null andthe op operator is supported into Ltrue otherwise



2. Select-list computation : The select-list of a FDAtom over the local classL is computed by considering the union of1. the attributes in <Q_select-list> with a not null mapping in L2. the set of attributes used to express the join conditions for L3. the global attributes in <Q_condition> with a not null mapping in LThe set of global attributes is transformed in the corresponding set of localattributes on the basis of the Mapping Table.As an example, the set of FDAtoms for expatom is :FDATOM1 = SELECT COMPANY_ID, NAME, REGION, ADDRESS, CAPITAL_STOCKFROM SN1.companyWHERE ((CAPITAL_STOCK) > (50) and (REGION) like ('VENETO'))FDATOM2 = SELECT COMPANY_ID, NAME, REGION, ADDRESS, SUBCONTRACTORFROM SN2.companyWHERE ((REGION) like ('VENETO') and (SUBCONTRACTOR) like ('yes'))The FDExpr which computes the FD of FDAtom1 and FDAtom2 is:FDATOM1 full join FDATOM2 on (FDATOM1.COMPANY_ID=FDATOM2.COMPANY_ID)The unfolded query is then obtained by applying to each query attribute ofFDExpr, the related Resolution Function:{ for Homogeneous Attributes (e.g. REGION) we can take one of the relatedvalues (indi�erently FDATOM1.REGION or FDATOM2.REGION);{ for non Homogeneous Attributes (e.g. ADDRESS) we apply the related Reso-lution Function (in this case the precedence function).After the query reformulation process, we need to consider query processingtechniques to evaluate queries over our two-level data integration system. Thiswas not a focus of our present investigation and of the SEWASIE project; atpresent, we have just implemented a \naive approach" in an agent-based proto-type, that will be described in the next section. Techniques for adaptive queryprocessing [31] are well suited for our context.3.2 An Agent-based prototype for Query ProcessingFigure 4 shows the functional architecture of the system prototype for QueryManagement. The coordination of query processing is performed by the QueryAgent, which accepts the query from the Query Tool Interface, interacts with aBA and its underlying SINode Agents, and returns the result as a materializedview in the SEWASIE DB.Playmaker : performs the reformulation of the query w.r.t. the BA ontology.It has two components: the Expander, which performs the Query expansion,and the Unfolder, which performs the query unfolding. Once the execution ofthe PlayMaker is completed, the output of the Play Maker computation is sentfrom the BA to the QA with a single message.
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Fig. 4. Functional ArchitectureQuery Agent : it performs the following 3 steps:1. Execution : for each FDAtom (Parallel Execution){ INPUT: FDAtom{ MESSAGES: from QA to an SINode Agent{ OUTPUT: a table storing the FDAtom result in the SEWASIE DB2. Fusion : For each EXPAtom (Parallel Execution):{ INPUT: FDAtoms, FDExpr, Resolution Functions(a) Execution of FDExpr (Full Disjunction of the FDAtoms)(b) Application of the Resolution Functions on the result of (a){ OUTPUT: a view storing the EXPAtom result in the SEWASIE DB3. Final result.{ INPUT: Output of the FUSION step(a) Execution of the Expanded Query{ OUTPUT: Final Query result view stored in the SEWASIE DBA this point, the Query Agent sends a message to the Query Tool Interface withthe name of the Final Query result.SINode Agent : One of the modules of the SINode Agent, the SINode QueryManager, executes queries on the SINode GVV, with a query processing similarto the one explained at the BA level.4 Conclusion and Future WorkFuture work will be devoted to investigate e�cient query processing techniquesto evaluate queries over two-level data integration systems. Furthermore we willinvestigate e�cient query techniques for querying the super-peer network.The above issues will be the goal of our research group within the runningItalian MIUR founded projectWISDOM (http://dbgroup.unimo.it/wisdom-unimo),which is coordinated by our group.
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